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THE EVOLUTION OF  
CLIENT COMMUNICATIONS 
AND REPORTING

Ensuring that your teams can deliver accurate data, 
consistent communications and an overall superior 
experience to your clients - faster and in increasing 
volumes across digital and traditional channels - is 
now paramount to success.  

Gone are the one-way reporting methods of the past. 
In their place is an interactive relationship that creates 
efficiencies and improves client satisfaction. In short, 
clients want better and more reporting from their 
investment managers.

SimCorp Coric is designed to help firms elevate their 
client communications offering. Our Core Platform 
provides access to three modules covering Client  
Reporting, Sales Enablement and next generation Portal.

As an integrated platform, it gathers your data from 
multiple sources and seamlessly delivers it through 
the distribution channels your clients now expect. 

With SimCorp Coric, communication is the hub of 
your organization and the source of your future 
differentiators. 

Client communication and reporting has never been more critical to an investment 
firm’s overall strategy. It sits at the center of the client experience and is the most  
tangible output to show what you do, and how you provide value to your end  
investors.

For many years the function has been confined to the Back Office, responsible  
for the production and delivery of periodic reports to clients – either as part of  
an SLA or regulatory obligation.

In recent years, increased client demands, combined with changing demographics 
and uncertain market conditions have meant that it has evolved to be one of an  
increasing number of touchpoints a firm has with its clients. 

Other areas of an investment management business are now also producing multiple 
client-facing materials and communicating with clients. This includes Relationship 
Managers, Client Service teams, Operations, Marketing, and Digital teams. 
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THE PROBLEM WITH 
CURRENT APPROACHES  
TO COMMUNICATIONS

However, many firms still approach the creation and 
distribution of such materials in a fragmented and 
inconsistent fashion. Multiple siloed departments are 
producing outbound communications, across multiple 
teams and business lines, using manual processes that 
are inefficient and prone to inconsistencies.

A fragmented approach causes many challenges:

•  Increased complexity in the production of invest-
ment reports, marketing materials and digital 
content

•  Inconsistency of data, branding and messaging 
across client-facing materials – in print and across 
digital channels 

•  An inability to handle production of client facing 
materials in an efficient, and scalable way

•  Lost authenticity of data over time as it is repeat-
edly manipulated.

Companies that operate in this way face the risk of 
errors and duplication in their documents. They also 
increase the risk of non-compliance as control over 
data is lost during production.

Such approaches can even damage a business’ strategy 
and reputation, as information that is used externally 
is often employed in formal company reports. 

Worst of all, when reporting methods are fragmented, 
automation is impossible. This means that as volumes, 
client numbers, or client requests increase, unwanted 
and costly additional headcount is required to cope 
with demand.

Today, consistency, speed, accuracy, and experience are paramount. Whether you 
receive an institutional report, fact sheet or a sales presentation, the messaging, 
branding, content and overall experience delivered must be consistent and accurate.
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A SIMPLIFIED APPROACH 
REDUCES COMPLEXITY AND COST

Using a single modular platform to facilitate the pro-
duction of enterprise-wide client communication not 
only removes complexity, but it also improves the way 
information is distributed. SimCorp Coric connects to 
all your data sources, automates your processes, and 
creates useful outputs that meet the needs of multiple 
business units as well as clients.

The platform’s integrated approach frees you to focus 
on output and usage, rather than creation. Multiple 
business units can make use of the centralized approach 
that ensures consistency and accuracy across invest-
ment reporting deliverables.

The platform’s use of digital delivery channels facil-
itates a self-service approach to client communica-

tions that alleviates operational strain and improves 
customer satisfaction. This is further enhanced through 
usage analytics that help you identify key investor trends 
that enable you to tailor the service you provide.

When you place the communications function at the 
heart of your firm’s operations, you enhance your client 
experience and make regular interaction a priority.

With SimCorp Coric, your client communications will be:

• Accurate
• Consistent
• Efficient
• On brand 
• Channel agnostic

Imagine being able to generate and deliver consistent, compliant client communica-
tions through one platform. SimCorp Coric makes this a reality.
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AFFECT REAL CHANGE 
IN YOUR ORGANIZATION

EFFICIENCY 
A unified system that works across all your business 
units can improve workflow, reduce duplication and 
eliminate unnecessary effort.

COMPLIANCE
A built-in data validation process reduces duplication 
and data inconsistencies. This allows approved and 
compliant messages to be delivered to clients, regula-
tors and stakeholders across the business.

CLIENT EXPERIENCE 
Effective communication is essential for improving 
client experience. SimCorp Coric puts the necessary 
tools in the hands of those who are closest to the  
clients because they are best placed to respond to 
their unique needs.

PROTECT AND GROW 
Simplifying and modernizing your client communica-
tions when combined with our new next generation 
portal, transforms the function from back-office 
administration into a revenue-driven hub that can help 
investment management businesses grow.

WORKLOAD 
Using one platform across the business lowers training 
costs and mitigates key-person dependency. It also 
reduces the effort required to produce client-facing 
materials as design and layout is a one-time exercise. 

COST 
Adopting a single platform can help to achieve signifi-
cant cost savings from a maintenance, integration and 
licensing perspective. 

The best client experience is engaging and provides a consistent look and feel across 
all touchpoints. Using an integrated platform helps you reduce costs and focus on 
growth.
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SIMCORP CORIC 
HAS EVOLVED 

SimCorp Coric is a single platform that manages en-
terprise-wide investor communications. It automates 
manual processes, keeps accurate records, and allows 
you to standardize your traditional reporting methods 
as well as your sales and marketing materials.

Using SimCorp Coric introduces a robust and repeat- 
able workflow across all your business units that pro- 
duce client-facing materials, ensuring the accuracy 
and consistency of communications across all distri-
bution channels. 

The Core Platform will accept data in any format and 
serves as the hub for three complementary client 
communications modules: Reporting, Sales Enable-
ment, and next-generation Portal. 

With SimCorp Coric, you can:

• Ensure data consistency and accuracy  
• Retain and recall records
• View the history of all distributions 
•  Manage previously disparate processes  

in a scalable and repeatable way
• Improve client service 
• Differentiate from competitors
• Personalize client communications

A streamlined and scalable solution helps to ensure your data is accurate and your 
communications are compliant with regulations. 

A STREAMLINED AND SCALABLE SOLUTION 
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SIMCORP CORIC 
BETTER WORKFLOW

PROCESS
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SIMCORP CORIC 
AT A GLANCE

MORE THAN

 60
CLIENTS  
WORLDWIDE

MORE THAN

$10TN
IN AUM  
REPORTED ON

WE HAVE

 20
YEARS OF  
DEVELOPMENT

WE HAVE

 26
OPERATIONAL 
OFFICES

WE RE-INVEST
MORE THAN

20%
OF OUR REVENUE



LEGAL NOTICE
The contents of this publication are for general 
information and illustrative purposes only and are 
used at the reader’s own risk. SimCorp uses all 
reasonable endeavors to ensure the accuracy of the 
information. However, SimCorp does not guarantee 
or warrant the accuracy, completeness, factual 
correctness, or reliability of any information in this 
publication and does not accept liability for errors, 
omissions, inaccuracies, or typographical errors. 
The views and opinions expressed in this publication 
are not necessarily those of SimCorp.
© 2019 SimCorp A/S. All rights reserved. Without 
limiting rights under copyright, no part of this 

document may be reproduced, stored in, or 
introduced into a retrieval system, or transmitted 
in any form, by any means (electronic, mechanical, 
photocopying, recording, or otherwise), or for any 
purpose without the express written permission of 
SimCorp A/S. SimCorp, the SimCorp logo, SimCorp 
Dimension, and SimCorp Services are either 
registered trade-marks or trademarks of SimCorp 
A/S in Denmark and/or other countries. 
Refer to www.simcorp. com/trademarks for a full 
list of SimCorp A/S trademarks. Other trademarks 
referred to in this document are the property of 
their respective owners.

ONE SYSTEM FOR A COMPLEX WORLD

ABOUT SIMCORP CORIC®

SimCorp Coric is a best-in-class enterprise client communications and 
reporting solution for private wealth and institutional asset management 
firms to automate their end-to-end reporting processes and enhance 
client service. 
The solution integrates with virtually any investment management  
solution, drawing data from any source into a consistent and transparent 
form across all client communications. 
SimCorp Coric is fully owned by SimCorp, a leading provider of integrated 
investment management solutions for the global financial services industry, 
listed on NASDAQ Copenhagen.

For more information, please visit www.simcorpcoric.com

http://www.simcorpcoric.com/en/why-coric
https://www.linkedin.com/showcase/5238894/
https://twitter.com/simcorpcoric
https://www.youtube.com/user/SimCorpTV
https://www.facebook.com/pages/SimCorp/183466325005510?fref=ts
http://www.simcorpcoric.com
http://www.simcorpcoric.com?utm_source=evolution_of_communications_and_reporting_whitepaper_lastpage&utm_medium=pdf&utm_campaign=communications_and_reporting_evolution

